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Introduction
Online transactions don’t allow physical inspection

Increased reliance on and trust in peer input (Utz et. al 2012; 
Flanagin et. al 2011)

We know user reviews affect e-commerce decisions, and
We know expertise affects review perception. So,
Will expertise affect e-commerce decisions?



Past Design Solutions



H1: The likelihood to recommend will increase with the number of stars in the 
single review.

H1.a: 5 Stars > 4 stars
H1.b: 4 stars > 3 stars
H1.c: 5 stars > 3 stars

H2: There will be no significant difference between the irrelevant tag and no tag 
(i.e. mere presence).

H3: For a given no. of stars, the expert tag will make the review more influential 
(vs irrelevant).

H3.a: Number of stars = 3 → Lower likelihood
H3.b: Number of stars = 5 → Higher likelihood
H3.c: Number of stars = 4 → No change

Hypotheses



Hypotheses... visualized!

Star rating of single review
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Methods
▪ 471 subjects recruited on Mechanical Turk

▫ 388 remained after removing incorrect answers
▫ 18% removed

▪ 5 cent compensation

▪ 2-5 minutes HIT



Design
9 Conditions
▪     IV: Credential Tag

▫ None
▫ Irrelevant
▫ Relevant

▪     IV: Star Rating
▫ 3 stars
▫ 4 stars
▫ 5 Stars

▪ 3 by 3 Study



Design
Dependent Variable



Participants per group



Findings/Results



▪ No interaction effects (p=0.74)
▪ Number of Stars has significant effect at p<0.01

○ Effect size is small to moderate (partial ETA squared = 0.03)

Two-way ANOVA results

Findings/Results



H1.a. Not significant for p<0.05
Five stars not significantly different than four stars. 
▪ Post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.077 

H1.b. Not significant for p<0.05
Four stars not significantly different than three stars
▪ Post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.507

H1.c. Significant 
Four stars did not significantly yield higher value than three stars
▪ Post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.003

Findings/Results



H2. Supported
There is no significant difference between the irrelevant 
credential tag and no tag.
▪ Two-way ANOVA: No significant diff for tags (p=0.68)
▪ Post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.68

Findings/Results



H3.a - Not significant for p<0.05 
While the average likelihood to recommend for 3 stars with an expert tag was 
lower than with an irrelevant tag, the result was not significant
▪ Two-way ANOVA: No interaction effects (p=0.74)
▪ Post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.99

H3.b - Not significant for p<0.05
While the average likelihood to recommend for 5 stars with an expert tag was 
higher than with an irrelevant tag, the result was not significant.
▪ Two-way ANOVA: No interaction effects (p=0.74)
▪ Post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.92

Findings/Results



H3.c - Supported
There was no difference between four stars with an expert tag 
and four stars with an irrelevant tag.
▪ Two-way ANOVA: No interaction effects (p=0.74)
▪ Post-hoc Tukey HSD: p=0.99

Findings/Results



Discussion
The experiment resulted in a significant finding, 
even if it wasn’t what we were looking for.

Do our results have internal and external 
validity?

Was our comprehension check effective?

*We were not able to account for everything* 



       Future Work
This experiment can be extended to include a greater 
variety of products

(Experience and search goods)

Our method for determining response validity remains 
unproven

Gather baseline data on customer reaction to tags



Thanks for your time!



Backup
Validity question



Results



Backup

H1.a raw results
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H1.b raw results



Backup

H2 raw results



Backup

H3.c raw results


